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Our customer satisfaction process consists of dedicated Client Service Managers
who regularly follow-up with their clients to get timely feedback, which is then
passed back to the audit team. This allows us to continually improve the way we
operate and enhance the experience for our clients.

My audit was
scheduled well in
advanced:

88%

My auditor(s) are very
knowledgeable regarding the
requirements of the standard(s):

98%

Once my audit was
confirmed, TRC did not
initiate a change:

Our audit report was given
to us in a reasonable
amount of time:

98%

98%

It is clear who to contact
within TRC for all questions
and customer support:

My audit plan was
sent with enough time
to plan for my audit:

"I am satisfied with the services TRC provides."
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My auditor(s) are very
knowledgeable about our
business:

93%

100%

My invoice was accurate:

98%

The audit was Value-Added
for our organization:

98%

100%

The audit findings will help
our business improve as
an organization:

97%

100%

Our certificate was sent
to us in a reasonable
amount of time:

Our travel costs
are reasonable:

90%

The content and format of my audit report meets my expectations:

"How likely are you to recommend TRC to
your friends or colleagues?"
98%

95%
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Exceptional client service from TRC and excellent auditor
knowledge and experience – FIMS International

Comments from
our Clients

Our auditor was awesome to work with. Always knowledgeable and
the audit helps us improve our system. – Flexxaire Inc.

Our auditor is a great auditor who is very knowledgeable about our business. – Therocomfort
TRC has been a great partner and has been helpful in improving our Quality Management System Ember Industries
Our auditor is an excellent auditor. Very calm and professional in her demeanor. – Munch Cranes
Our auditors are both very knowledgeable and also so easy to work with. They make everyone feel quite at
ease while they ask questions which makes everything go so smoothly. I highly recommend them. If there is
ever anything you don't understand, they are wonderful at explaining it in terms that are easy to understand.
They also have a great sense of humor and keep things light. They make a great team. – Elder Rubber Inc.
We really enjoy working with TRC. They are very knowledgeable and make us feel very comfortable asking
questions. Our auditor is truly here to work with us to help our company succeed. - Actlabs Burkina Faso
Sarl
Everything from initiation with TRC to the audit was seamless and enjoyable. – Giant Coatings
We are overall extremely pleased with the support and professionalism received from the TRC team. As the
ISO organization representative, I appreciated TRC's willingness to reschedule with relatively short notice.
Additionally, our Clients Services Manager is always extremely responsive and helpful when I've asked
questions. Our TRC Auditor was an outstanding auditor - tough but fair. I appreciate their professionalism, as
well as the quality of their work (the audit report far exceeding my expectations and far exceeding any audit
report I'd previously received from other 3rd party auditors).I would gladly welcome them back! – enviolo
Very satisfied with all interactions with TRC. - CT Fiberoptics, Inc.

